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• 800,000 average circulation of 
Mail on Sunday

• 2,100,000 average  
print readership

• Distributed UK wide

Average print readership  
of Mail on Sunday

2.1m
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75+                                             29.5%
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1.3mTake creative control with the Fujifilm X-T100

Visit fujifilm-xt100.com to find out more.

Tech lovers; the sleekest, most powerful gaming 

laptops on the market have arrived just in time 

for Christmas.

The Razer Blade 15 is the world’s smallest 

gaming laptop ever made. But despite its slim 

design and small footprint, the Razer Blade 

15 has an amazing edge-to-edge screen with 

options for either a lightning fast 240Hz Full HD 

display or a beautiful 4K OLED touch display with 

100% Adobe RGB colour 

gamut for rich accurate 

colours and vivid images. 

   With the latest 9th 

Gen Intel® Core™ i7 

6 core processor at its 

heart, and graphics 

powered by NVIDIA® 

GeForce RTX™, the Razer 

Blade 15 excels in power 

and portability.

   The model comes 

with 16Gb of system 

memory and a choice of 

SSD options up to 512Gb, but both can be upgraded 

for more memory and higher storage capacity. 

Powerful ultra-thin, tuned stereo speakers and an 

RGB backlit keyboard with customisable per-key 

lighting complete the set-up.

Also available is the Razer Blade 15 Base Model. 

Powered by the latest NVIDIA® GeForce RTX™ or 

GTX™ graphic cards and with dual-storage for even 

more room, the Blade 15 Base is the perfect entry-

level system for those wanting a little less power but 

a bit more storage on the go.

Tap into the super-sharp 
Razer Blade laptop

If you were wondering what makes a Razer Blade laptop so special, you can now visit  
Currys PC World and get a hands-on experience on the latest Razer Blades. Visit razer.com  
for more information or Razer’s online shop. 

Feel the difference of Razer’s premium quality 

CNC aluminium case, feast your eyes on the OLED 

display and enjoy the superlative power of NVIDIA 

RTX graphics in a svelte, sleek chassis that oozes 

style. Razer Blade laptops are rolling out in retail 

stores across the UK as well as through Razer’s 

online shop and other online retailers.

Just insert, tip, pour then enjoy

Shop at coravin.co.uk or call 0203 6089 115.

The Coravin Wine Preservation System allows you to pour wine from a bottle 

without removing the cork. Whether you want a sip, a glass, or more, your last glass 

will always taste just as amazing as your first – even weeks, months, or years later. 

Place the Coravin Wine Preservation System on top of the bottle and push the needle 

through the cork. So if you like to have just one glass of wine or you prefer a glass 

of red wine and your partner a glass of white you can enjoy your favourite wine 

without opening the bottles.

In this fast-paced, Insta-glam world, 
taking photos is as much about 

share-ability as it is about image 

quality. With the FUJIFILM X-T100, 

you get the best of both worlds. 

This fantastic, interchangeable lens 

camera links seamlessly with your 

phone, so you can transfer high-

quality photos instantly and share 

them in seconds.

What’s more, it’s small enough to 

be carried everywhere you go. So, 

whether you’re at home roasting 

a Christmas turkey, or on holiday 

baking in the winter sun, you can 

share every moment, instantly. A 

colour to suit you available in three 

colour variations – dark Silver, black 

and champagne gold – there is an 

X-T100 to match everyone is sense of style.

Stylish and light:  
a fold-up electric bike

For full details, videos, spec and 
shop for this great product visit 
e-gobike.co.uk

In a world where the spotlight is on CO2 

emissions, congestion zones, traffic jams 

and pollution the emphasis has shifted to 

green solutions. Luckily e-go bike provides 

solutions to all the above.

Whether you commute, own a caravan, 

motor home, boat, apartment or want simply 

to load into the boot of your car, it’s the 

perfect answer: a versatile, light, compact 

and stylish answer to innovative and 

contemporary travel.

A lightweight but strong aluminium frame 

capable of an impressive 100kg load capacity is 

the building block for the bike. One of the first 

things you notice about it is that it doesn’t look 

like an electric bike. This is because the battery is 

neatly concealed within the seat post. 

At only 14kg and of a small folded size this makes  

it one of the lightest compact folding electric bikes  

on the market. The 250-watt motor (the largest 

legally-allowed motor not requiring licensing) is 

powered by a 5.2A lithium battery, expected to have  

a charge cycle of around 600 times. 

With the motor generating 40NM 

of torque, it enables you to tackle 

gradients of 20 degrees easily, and it has 

a top speed of 25kph. Think electric is 

cheating or lazy? With a built-in clutch, 

when ridden as a normal bike, there is 

no magnetic resistance so you only use 

electricity when you want to. 

The e-go has three modes of travel: 

five levels of pedal assist; cruise (let the 

bike do all the work); and normal bike 

mode if you prefer the exercise. 

Available in three colours – gloss red, 

metallic gloss white and satin black – 

everything you need is included: disc 

brakes and mudguards front and rear, 

front light, rear light, rear rack, side 

stand, charger, tool kit and carry bag all 

for £729 inc VAT and shipping. 

Give the gift of  
wireless headphones 
from MIXX Audio

MIXX JX2 headphones retail  
at an already amazing value 
 price of £26.99. Save 20% on  
the JX2 wireless headphones 
with code CHECKLIST at 
mixxaudio.com/jx2

The JX2 Bluetooth wireless 

headphones from MIXX Audio 

are the perfect travel companion 

for yourself, or a gift for a loved 

one. Available in black, space 

grey and rose gold, the JX2 

not only look stunning, they 

also sound great thanks to 

their dynamic stereo which 

provides a more refined 

and immersive listening 

experience. 

The JX2 boast an impressive 

14-hour battery life which makes them ideal for 

regular commutes or long journeys. If the juice 

does start to run out, simply plug in the 

3.5mm audio cable included so the 

music doesn’t have to stop. With 

integrated headphone controls, the 

phone can stay safely in the pocket 

as calls can be taken hands-free 

and songs skipped, paused or 

turned up and down as desired. 

MIXX Audio understands 

that comfort is paramount while 

travelling, so the JX2 have bigger, 

extra soft and comfortable faux-

leather ear pads that tilt to fit the 

contours of the head for the ultimate 

snug fit. With a superb fit and noise 

isolation, JX2 users are able to zone 

out, away from the everyday commuter 

hubbub that surrounds them and focus 

on music, podcasts or a binge-worthy series. 

When not in use, the JX2 foldable headband design 

allows them to be stored easily.

Yamaha: Ahead 
of the curve for 
130 years

Find out more and shop at uk.yamaha.com

At Yamaha, we bring you closer to 

the artist, and with  

130 years of experience in making 

music, who better to bring you  

true sound? 

Meet the new MusicCast  

family. Yamaha is proud to 

introduce a brand new range of 

multi-room audio solutions, which 

means enjoying your favourite 

music around the home has  

never been easier. 

Unlock a world of music with the 

MusicCast 20 and MusicCast 50; 

where style meets versatility. Stream what you 

like, wherever you like, using the MusicCast app.

If you’re looking to dust off an old record 

collection, or excited to discover some new ones, 

the MusicCast VINYL 500 has it covered. Whether 

it’s through streaming content from YouTube or 

playing your favourite vinyl records. The MusicCast 

VINYL 500 debuts as the world’s 1st network 

turntable, perfect for music lovers everywhere.  

From the hi-fi buff to the casual music listener, 

there’s an option for you. 

For a perfect match, try the MusicCast VINYL 500 

with a pair of MusicCast 20s as a clean and simple 

set-up, or swap out the MusicCast 20s for a pair of 

MusicCast 50s and use alongside the MusicCast SUB 

100, for the ultimate wireless hi-fi system.

The MusicCast VINYL 500 is an 
all-in-one network turntable

Home appliances with inspired Italian style

For nationwide stockists please visit  
smeguk.com or visit Smeg’s new Flagship 
Store at 14 Regent Street, St James’s, 
London, SW1Y 4PH. 

Finally, Christmas just wouldn’t be Christmas 

without the party food and drinks. If you’re in need 

of more capacity, consider Smeg’s large American-

style fridge freezers or its iconic 50s style range. 

In need of inspiration 

for the perfect 

Christmas present? 

Looking to gear up 

your kitchen ahead of 

the imminent party 

season? Cue Smeg, the 

iconic Italian appliance 

manufacturer. 

There’s a present 

idea to suit even the 

trickiest of recipients. 

For that budding star 

baker, it’s got to be a 

stand mixer or hand 

blender, while for the 

coffee connoisseur, 

an espresso coffee 

machine in a choice 

of colours? Fitness 

enthuisiasts will adore 

Smeg’s citrus juicer or 

blender complete with Smeg’s bottle-to-go for 

smoothies on the run. For the fashionista, there’s 

even colourful Smeg Dolce & Gabbana appliance 

or rose gold kettle and toaster. 

On the large appliance front, if you’re 

considering a change to your kitchen there’s 

a Smeg product to suit, from state-of-the-art 

touch-controlled built-in ovens, microwaves and 

hobs through to wine coolers, sous vide systems 

and blast chillers. Smeg’s collection of range 

cookers and hoods are also worth considering, 

should you be seeking out a focal point and  

extra oven capacity in your kitchen. 

Feed your inner geek with the latest technology – here’s a selection of 
cutting-edge ideas for home, work, the commute, the gamer, the music 

lover and the great outdoors

Never has it meant more to stay 

connected with the people and things 

we love, so keep them in sight with the 

Vodafone Curve, available on Amazon. 

Smart and compact, the smart GPS 

tracker designed and connected by 

Vodafone, makes it easy to stay in 

touch with family and possessions – 

all through the Vodafone Smart App.

Never too far away  

Curve is different to Bluetooth-

only trackers, which mostly require 

phone proximity to work. With a 

built-in smart SIM* connecting the 

device to the internet via Vodafone’s 

global network, it also uses 

four different tracking 

technologies: GPS, Wi-Fi, 

Cellular and Bluetooth for 

reliable connection no 

matter the location. 

Stay close to what means the most with Vodafone 
Curve, the Smart GPS Tracker available on Amazon

Find out more about the Curve Smart GPS 
Tracker by searching Vodafone Curve 
Tracker on amazon.co.uk

Designed for life 

Not only is Curve as light as a 

house key; its handy keyring 

accessory allows you to attach it 

to almost anything, meaning it’s 

always with you. With its smart 

technology, versatility and long-

lasting battery, Curve fits into your 

life, however you live it. 

Always connected

It’s easy to use Curve and stay 

connected via the Vodafone Smart 

App. Follow Curve’s movements 

in real time or see the places it’s 

been with Location History. You 

can even set up Safe Zones with 

alerts for when the device enters or 

leaves a destination of your choice. 

Great value 

Get your Curve on Amazon today 

and keep track of what’s important 

to you for only £20! 

Looking to find top recommended places to eat, 

sleep and drink wherever you are? Want to feel 

like a local, anywhere? 

Tired of fake and negative reviews from people 

you’ve never met? TWISPER is a social platform 

that connects people with their favourite 

businesses through positive recommendations.

This free mobile app has no fake users,  

no unfair ratings, no selling of user data and  

The best dining and travel hotspots to tick off your Checklist

Follow Travel Checklist on TWISPER, the social 
network with only positive recommendations, 
to see the best places to eat, sleep and drink 
around the world. Join the positive revolution.

no annoying ads trying 

to sell you things you 

don’t want. Create a 

network of friends 

whose recommendations 

you trust and follow 

influencers or ambassadors 

who can help you discover 

local hidden gems.

When COVID-19 forced the shutdown of the UK’s 

beauty clinics many men and women up and 

down the country turned to DIY hair removal 

options. British beauty experts have weighed in 

on one at-home regime in particular; the One 

Glide DIY laser hair removal handsets. Agreeing 

that it dramatically reduces hair regrowth when 

used once a week over a 12-week period, these 

DIY IPL hair removal handsets work similarly to 

Body hair removal at home

Visit one-glide.com to find out more, taking 
advantage of a 5% discount by using code 
CHECKLIST at the checkout.

clinical laser treatments – 

but can be done at home 

or on the go! One Glide not 

only removes unwanted 

hair effectively and easily, but it’s also  a long-term 

solution to avoid expensive beauty clinic visits – 

especially during a time when germs are so scary.

Gadgets and Tech Checklist is an independent spread of advertorial from Hurst Media Company. While every care is taken in ensuring that the content is in compliance with the Advertising Standards Authority and The UK Code of Non-Broadcast Advertising and Direct & Promotional 
Marketing (CAP Codes), the publishers assume no responsibility in the effect rising therefrom, and readers are advised to seek professional advice before acting on any information.

ADVERTISEMENT ADVERTISEMENT

To advertise with Gadgets and Tech Checklist, please call Hurst Media Company on 0203 478 6017

The Gadgets & Tech Checklist is a full-colour, 

tabloid-sized double-page spread of advertorial 

content published in the Mail on Sunday.

 

Mail on Sunday readers have an average of £47,902 

in savings and investments. This wealthy readership 

believes it is worth paying extra for quality products 

and services. The Gadgets & Tech Checklist will 

therefore serve as an essential guide for these 

readers to discover all the latest in technology 

gadgets and devices.

It showcases a high-quality selection of

products to benefit these readers, ranging from

the best and most up-to-date apps, kitchen

and domestic gadgets, computing, gaming,

audio and hi-fi products, security options and

home automation systems.

The Gadgets & Tech Checklist is the perfect

shop window for brands and organisations to

benefit from an affluent and interested audience,

who, when presented with accurate, reliable

information, are highly suggestible to

purchasing new products and services.

• 65% of Mail on Sunday readers are in the 

ABC1 social demographic

• Mail on Sunday readers are known for their 

spending power

• Mail on Sunday readers have an average of 

£47,902 in savings and investments – which 

is +£22k more than the UK average

• 83% of Mail on Sunday readers are 

homeowners, and therefore interested in 

home tech and gadgets. 

https://www.hurstmediacompany.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/Competitions-published-with-the-national-press-and-Hurst-Media.pdf


Family Checklist is advertorial content compiled by Hurst Media Company Ltd which takes sole 
responsibility for the content, but is published in Mail on Sunday

All bookings are made subject to our Terms & Conditions of advertising, which are available here: 
hurstmediacompany.co.uk/hurst-media-advertising-terms

CONTACT DETAILS 
Hurst Media Company, United House, North Road, N7 9DP 
Company number: 08357910 VAT number: 161866882

MEDIA SALES 
Tel: 0203 478 6017 Fax: 0203 478 6018 
sales@hurstmediacompany.co.uk

PRODUCTION DEPARTMENT 
Tel: 0203 770 4024 
production@hurstmediacompany.co.uk
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120-150 words

i.e. Discount offer, website, phone, or social links

2 images + logo

60-80 words
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1 image + logo

Total word count
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2 images + logo

Total word 
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Images
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Images
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Images
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LAYOUT BELOW FOR ILLUSTRATION PURPOSES ONLY. EXACT LAYOUT SUBJECT TO CHANGE. LAYOUT BELOW FOR ILLUSTRATION PURPOSES ONLY. EXACT LAYOUT SUBJECT TO CHANGE.

SUPPLYING CONTENT

DESIGN PROCESS
• Once all material is submitted according to specification,  

Hurst Media will layout your advertorial within the pre-approved 
house style of the publication.

• Supplied copy will by subedited by Hurst Media's editorial team. 
Spelling, grammar and punctuation will also be corrected to the 
house style.

• Layouts may vary depending on style of images and/or text supplied.

APPROVALS & AMENDMENTS
• Hurst Media will provide a PDF for client approval. 

• The client will have the option of two rounds of amendments  
before final approval is required. Please ensure any amendments are 
clear and concise.

• Approval is required within 48 hours.

• Please note that the newspaper must also approve all advertorials and 
they reserve the right to make changes or corrections to ensure copy 
passes their compliance standards.

IMAGE SPECIFICATIONS*

• CMYK images in JPEG, TIFF or PSD format. 

• All images are high resolution (at least 300dpi). 

• Please supply images at their original size and aspect ratio.  
We will crop images to an appropriate size when laying out  
your advertorial.

• Please do not supply images with any copy i.e. slogans on top. 

• We recommend supplying lifestyle images depicting your target 
audience, service or general message; or product shots.

COPY SPECIFICATIONS
• Total word count includes max. 10 words for headline and  

max. 20 words for a call to action.

• Hurst Media reserve the right to make changes, including 
grammatical changes and corrections to ensure supplied copy 
meets house style.

FILE TRANSFER WARNING: EMAIL ATTACHMENT LIMIT

Files less than 8mb (total attachment limit) can be emailed to 
production@hurstmediacompany.co.uk. Larger files can be sent to 
production@hurstmediacompany.co.uk via the free file sharing service 
wetransfer.com. Please clarify in your message your company name, 
publication, theme and on sale date as per your booking.

*  Image use subject to editorial discretion and may vary depending quality, size and layout. We cannot 
guarantee the quality of the final print for images supplied outside of these specifications. 

Bespoke advertorials (in which Hurst Media supplies the copy ONLY, and all images/logos are provided by the 
client) will be charged at a further 10%, or a one-off fee of £150, whichever is greater. 
 
Image sourcing conducted by Hurst Media on behalf of the client will be charged at a fee of £25. 


